
Oil

After 2 days of massive gains owing to the OPEC agreement to curb output the oil price rally cooled off on Friday. Profit-taking, rising 
production and an increase in the U.S. rig count are likely to hamper any further significant gains in the short term. Also the potential 
effect of actual cuts is still eyed with some uncertainty as the baseline to calculate quotas comprises of record-high levels. The Brent 
front month closed the week at 54,46 USD/bbl, up only a minor 0,52 USD/bbl compared to Thursday’s close.

Gas

European gas prices extended their losses into last week’s last session. Amid sufficient supply and relatively weak demand prompt 
prices gave in, while further out on the curve term contracts continued to elude stronger oil and posted losses instead. The NBP Jan-17 
closed at 47,00 p/th, down 1,60 p/th compared to Thursday. Expectations of warmer temperatures this week and weaker neigbouring 
markets are likely causing further downside today.

Coal

The marginal costs for producing power with coal weakened on Friday. The API2 Cal-17 contract closed the week at 65,25 USD/t, which 
is a 1,55 USD/t fall compared to Thursdays closing price. Improving Russian production and the milder weather were supporting the 
falling prices. The strong demand is on the other hand keeping a hand below the market. The Asian demand is still strong especially from 
China. And the European demand is still affected by the reduced French nuclear production.

Carbon

Carbon prices continued their downwards movement. The CO2 prices have dropped 33% (2,20 EUR/MWh) during the last 4 weeks. As it 
looks like the French nuclear situation is more or less under control the demand for fuel based power is declining and the carbon prices 
have fallen as a consequence. The EUA Dec16 contract is almost back to the level before the issues with French nuclear. This could 
indicate that we have seen the biggest decline. Going forward we could come down further following the fuel prices, but the down side 
is limited. 

Hydro
The weather forecasts are still bearish. The prognosis are fairly wet with expected precipitation of around 3 TWh above normal and with 
temperatures expected 1,4 degrees above the normal level for this time of the year. The total hydrological balance is improving quite a 
lot at the moment which is supporting falling power prices at the Nordic market. 

Germany
Having moved in a rather sideways direction throughout the week, German power contracts settled the week on a downside. Driven by 
softer coal prices and emissions collapsing to their lowest level in almost 2,5 months, German power followed suit. The Cal-17 contract 
shed 1,05 EUR/MWh, closing at 30,25 EUR/MWh. This morning’s opening in negative territory is likely to carry through today’s session.

Equities
Following solid, but rather in line with expectations than spectacular job data, the U.S. stock market gained slightly on Friday, the S&P 
500 index closed with an uptick of 0,04%. European markets on the other hand traded slightly down and following a weak EUR this 
morning owing to Italy’s referendum result may face further losses, though not being very substantial.

Conclusion

Mild weather and falling coal and CO2 prices led to falling power prices at the Nordic power market Friday. The YR-17 contract closed at 
24,58 EUR/MWh down 0,77 EUR/MWh compared to Thursdays closing price, while the Q1-17 contract fell 1,4 EUR/MWh before closing 
at 30,75 EUR/MWh. The mild weather, falling German power and CO2 prices are supporting falling forward prices this morning. As long 
as the weather continues to be mild and wet the front end of the curve will continue to soften, but if we see a shift in the weather we 
would most likely see a major upside.  
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Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS SRMC Coal Gas Oil

03-dec 35,03 37,81 37,81 37,81 37,81 35,17 35,90 January 27,22 32,25 33,35 33,55 34,10 30,75 30,75 January 34,93 35,38 69,79

04-dec 34,51 35,12 35,12 35,12 35,12 34,28 34,31 Q1-17 31,27 35,00 36,20 36,70 38,35 32,40 33,75 Q1-17 33,20 35,15 69,96

05-dec 34,69 36,61 36,61 36,61 36,61 33,74 34,91 2017 25,28 28,13 26,71 27,26 31,03 22,93 24,58 2017 30,37 33,24 69,96
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